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Which is the odd one out, and 
why?
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Objectives:

 Explain and demonstrate how mathematics is taught in Year 1 
and 2 at Fox 

 Understand what is meant by 'Mastery' in mathematics.

 Identify how fluency impacts upon achieving mastery. 

 Increase confidence and understanding in supporting your child at 
home.



Discuss 3 positive and negative 
experiences of Maths you had 

when you were a child.



Fixed vs Growth mindset
Carol Dweck

We believe that everyone can get better at maths…when they put in the 
effort and work at it.

 Do not praise children for being clever when they succeed at something, but 
instead should praise them for working hard. 

 Children learn to associate achievement with effort (which is something they 
can influence themselves – by working hard!), not ‘cleverness’ (a trait 
perceived as absolute and that they cannot change).



If children hear ‘I can’t do maths’ from 
parents, teachers, friends they begin to 
believe it isn’t important

People become less embarrassed about 
maths skills as it is acceptable to be ‘rubbish 
at maths’



KS1 statutory curriculum

The curriculum is designed so that pupils explore mathematical ideas 
in depth.

 Number – number and place value 

 Number – addition and subtraction

 Number – Multiplication and division

 Number – fractions

 Measurement

 Geometry: properties of shape

 Geometry – position and direction

 Statistics (Year 2 only)

 Mastery curriculum

 Reading and spelling of mathematical vocabulary



 Using spoken and 
written language with 
confidence and clarity to 
explain and justify 
mathematical reasoning.

 Having a deep 
conceptual understanding of 
mathematical concepts and 
skills.

 Developing mathematical 
thinking, including 
generalising, classifying and 
comparing, and modifying.

Mathematics mastery

http://toolkit.mathematicsmastery.org/training/view/27
http://toolkit.mathematicsmastery.org/training/view/29
http://toolkit.mathematicsmastery.org/training/view/28/principles/mathematical-thinking


Speaking and listening

 Vocabulary

 Questioning

 Full sentences with sentence scaffolds

 Reasoning and explanation

 Problem solving
How do you know? 

Can you show me?

Prove it to me…

Can you show me in a 

different way?





What is mastery in Maths?
“In mathematics, you know you’ve mastered 
something when you can apply it to a totally new 
problem in an unfamiliar situation.”
Dr. Helen Drury, Director of Mathematics Mastery



What does it look like in the 
classroom?

 5 lessons per week.
Typical lesson is made up of 6 parts:
1.Do now

2.Introduce Learning

3.Talk task

4.Develop learning

5.Independent and/or adult led activity

6.Plenary 

 Maths Meeting x 4/ week

Children move together i.e. same objective from National curriculum. 
Differentiation through scaffolding/resources used.





Example of a talk task

Note the focus on 

language and ‘self-

talk’ through maths.



Maths Meetings

 Aim is to continually revise previously taught objectives. 





Home learning

 One activity per week 

 A mental challenge

 Please add a comment so 
that we know how you/ 
your child found it. 

 Create maths resource
box for home.

 Revisit previous Maths 
learning.

You can always revisit old 

homework games or activities!



Resources on school website

 www.fox.rbkc.sch.uk

 Calculation policy

 Progression in calculation

 Pitch and expectations

http://www.fox.rbkc.sch.uk/parent-workshops/


Progression in calculation

http://www.fox.rbkc.sch.uk/numeracy-workshops/
http://www.fox.rbkc.sch.uk/numeracy-workshops/






How would you record 0-10 
pictorally?



How would you record 0-10 
pictorally?





How can you help at home? 

 Fluency is key

– Number facts

 Including subtraction facts as well.

 Doubles and halves

– Skip counting

– Times tables

 Practise, practise, practise!

 Other activities can include: 

– Practise writing number formation

– Match words to numbers

 Think and talk like a mathematician



Fluency

Conceptual fluency + 
procedural fluency = MASTERY



What are the implications for this? 

Fluency = how fast a person can 

retrieve correct maths facts to

working memory from storage 

memory. 

Storing in Long term Memory needs lots of 

rehearsal, repetition and regular 

retrieval. 





How do we do this….?

Lots of practise!
Short and regular rather 
than long and irregular.



What facts do they need to be 
able to recall? 

 Number bonds

– Addition and subtraction facts.

 Doubles and halves

 Near doubles

 Skip counting

 Times tables



It is important that children recognise 
number bonds, different pairs of numbers 
with the same total.

10
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6 + 2

7 + 3

6 + 4

5 + 3

1 + 4

3 + 2

3 + 3

5 + 4

6 + 3

6 + 1

3 + 4



Times tables

 2s

 5s

 10s

 3s

 4s (from the 2s)

 6s (from the 3s)



Fingers game

https://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/for-home/maths-owl/help-with-times-tables
https://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/for-home/maths-owl/help-with-times-tables


Number line ideas

Draw a line. Mark 0 and 10 (or any number range needed). Roll a 
dice. Decide where that number would go and write it in. Repeat. 
You can also start at any number and include whatever your child 
needs.

39 675040



Inbetweenies

 Start by asking for a 2 digit number. Place it at the start 
of the line. Now ask for a higher 2 digit number and place 
at the end of the line. Now keep asking for numbers in 
between.



Keep Counting!

 Backwards and forwards in 1s, 2s, 5s, 10s, 100s.
– Count with money. 

– Pairs



Pelmanism/ Memory games

 Make own resources using pictorial or abstract. 

 Adapt. 



Tug of war – Nrich website

One player is called "PLUS"
The other is called "MINUS" so decide who is who.

Plus moves from left to right and Minus moves from right to left. (The 
children may be encouraged to think about why that might be.)

Take it in turns to throw the two dice and add up the numbers on the two 
dice.
Move that number of places in your direction.

If the counter reaches 1, Minus has won and so, of course if the counter 

reaches 27, Plus has won.



Web sites to use for practising fluency and other 
resources...

 Oxford Owl Maths

 NNS parents tool kit

 Top Marks times tables

 Maths is fun

 Woodlands resources

 Free numicon resources

 Nrich website

http://resources.woodlands.kent.sch.uk/maths/numberskills.html
https://nrich.maths.org/8371


Dice Games

 http://www.sowevalleyprimary.co.uk/documents/DiceGa
mes-plus.pdf



Maths Seeds
http://mathseeds.co.uk/



Other ideas

 Follow a recipe: work together to find out the quantities needed, ask your child to weigh the 
ingredients, discuss how you’d halve or double the recipe and discuss the ratio of ingredients.

 Talk about the weather forecast: is today’s temperature higher or lower than yesterday’s? What do 
the numbers mean?

 Going shopping: talk about the cost of items and how the cost changes if you buy two items instead 
of one. Let your child count out the coins when paying and discuss the change you get back. Use coins 
to explore addition, subtraction, multiplication and division.

 Planning an outing: discuss how long it takes to get to the park, and so work out what time you 
need to leave the house. Encourage your child to work out the best solution based on the time and 
distances. Discuss what shapes you see when you get there.



Please do…

 Play (maths) with your child 

 There are opportunities for impromptu learning in 
games with real people that you can't get from an 
ipad or DS!

 Let your child win or be better than you! Otherwise 
all they learn is that you are better at maths than 
them

 Recognise that there is more than one way of 
doing calculations
– You may have learned one method, but children are actively 

encouraged to seek out alternative methods in school and 
choose one which works for them, no matter how long 
winded.

 Be an actor!
– Get excited about maths and your child will get excited too. 



Please try not to….

 Don't expect them to understand after you've explained it once.

– It is normal for a child to 'get it' one day, and then in a different context not know how 
to find an answer 

 Don't tell them you are hopeless at maths 

– You may remember maths as being hard, but you were probably not hopeless, and even 
if you were, that implies to your child, “I was hopeless at maths, and I'm a successful 
adult, therefore maths is not important”  

 Don't get into an argument over homework. 

– It will be something that your child has covered in class, and if they really can't do it 
without a lot of tears and frustration, leave it and LET US KNOW! 

Ideas taken from Maths for Mums and 

Dads Eastaway, R. and Askew, M. (2010) 



How would you use these manipulatives

and focus on encouraging your child to use 

the correct vocabulary to explain their 

thinking?



Key models and images used in KS1

 Part, part whole

 Ten frame

 Place Value chart

– Dienes, Cuisenaire



Part-part whole and number bonds



Importance of number bonds and concept of part-part –whole 
continues…



Ten frame





Make 10 strategy



Number line and Bead string



Place Value

Place value is at the heart of the number 
system. All digits have a value and a secure 
understanding of this will enable children to 
use and understand different calculation 
methods.





Place value chart



Place value



Chinese Bamboo

When you plant it, nothing happens in the first 

year, nor in the second year or the third or the fourth years. You 
don’t even see a single green shoot. 

And yet, in the fifth year, in a space of just six weeks, the bamboo 
will grow nine feet high.

The question is, did it grow nine feet in six weeks or in five years?



Questions…

ros.morgan@foxprimary.co.uk

mailto:ros.morgan@foxprimary.co.uk

